
The organisation of the Miss Wheelchair 
Contest –a GuideSylwia Błach, Olga Alaba, Katarzyna WojtaszekThe Only One Foundation (Polish: 

Fundacja Jedyna Taka)1. The organisation of events addressed to folkswith disabilities – general 

rulesEvery person is uniqueand has come into this world to fulfil sure tasks and pursue adistinctive 

mission.  

We all have our own place on the planet and play a significant position in sociallife. Development, 

private fulfilment and leisure are rights vested in all of us, anddisability should not pose an impediment 

or limitation. 

The Charter of Persons with Disabilities supplies, amongst different things, for the proper to 

completelyparticipate in public, social, cultural, inventive and sporting life, in addition to in leisure 

andtouristic activities, in line with one's personal interests and desires. 

When organising events addressed to people with disabilities, any potential limitations andbarriers 

encountered by such individuals ought to be considered, with architectural,communication, monetary, 

social and psychological barriers being viewed as the main factorsinhibiting the accomplishment of 

disabled folks's objectives. 

The organisers of such events ought to subsequently search to get rid of these obstacles, or no less 

thanto cut back them to the minimum, in order for each participant to really feel unconstrained 

andcomfortable, and to have the flexibility to discover all of the alternatives supplied.It is equally 

essential for such events to be held in a spot accessible to individuals transferring onwheelchairs.  

Translation from/into sign language, audio descriptions and induction loopsalso needs to 

be provided. 
 Savoir vivre in the direction of people with disabilities.As savoir-vivre is culturally conditioned, so its 

principles will varysubstantially in various elementsin the world. However, the satisfactorysavoir-vivre 

abilities contribute to our personal tradition, nomatter where we're.  

• Savoir-vivre is predicated on the ability to take the appropriateapproachwhen dealing with and 

serious about different people. 

• Disability doesn't outline a human being, nor does it make an individual inferior solely as a result 

of heor she strikes or communicates with the world differently. 

• A disabled individual is anequal human being, the presence of whom should not make anybody 

really feel awkward.  

Weought to overcome the worry of creating mistakes or asking for things we don't know. We shouldalso 

abandon anattitude based on indifference, abstain from favouring individuals because oftheir 

disabilities, and stop pretending that they aren't there. We ought to be open and sort,remembering that 

every person is exclusive and requires a person method.We ought to all the time tackle disabled 

individuals in a direct method, somewhat than by way of theircompanion, assistants or sign-language 

translators. 

 Using termssuch as “cripple” or “invalid”could be very inappropriate, and so is making choices for 

disabled people whichthey can doperfectlywell themselves. 



Mostimportant, we should always merely act in the best way we wish others to cope with us.three. 

Recruitment to the Miss Wheelchair ContestRecruitment to the Miss Wheelchair Contest is performed 

in phases. The recruitmentmethods employed by the Only One Foundation have been improved 

throughout each year'soccasions.  

In 2016 the Foundation used the recruitment methods which it by thenconsidered themost 

appropriate.  

They are briefly offered in the following desk.Recruitment stage DurationAccepting applicationsEach 

application should comprise:· properly accomplished recruitment paperwork. 

• a currenthigh-quality head shot to be printed on the Internet,· a video recording with the 

candidate answering inquiries to bebroadcaston the primary day of the recruitment, 

• a signed copy of the recruitment course of laws,· a signed copy of the Miss Wheelchair 

Workshops laws, 

• a scanned version of a document confirming the incapacity, with anindication that the person 

makes use of a wheelchair2monthsAudience votingThe viewers selects two finalists and grants 

them a wild-card entry. 

On-line voting is carried out by way of e-mail and textual content messages (SMS).1monthJury votingThe 

jury convenes to discuss the submitted applications.The jury should mainly be composed of people 

operating in the fashion and wonderindustries, together with individuals related to the incapacity 

sector. 

The jury selects ten finalists.1 day 
Announcing the outcomesThe outcomes are revealed on the Internet. The finalists receive 

congratulatory emails. They are additional requested to answer the e-mails inside a set deadline,and to 

submit the next documents:· a physique size chart,· a contractto be agreed,extra paperwork if these are 

required for any envisaged activitythreeweeks. 

Only purposes sent by candidates of age, along with the properly completed paperwork,might be 

thought of. The organisers ought to use their greatest endeavours to allow thecandidates whose 

purposes are incomplete or incorrect to supply the missing/correctedinformation within theset deadline. 

The Miss Wheelchair WorkshopsThe Miss Wheelchair Workshops final a quantity of days (or weeks), 

throughout which the finalists inthe Miss Wheelchair Contest are offered the possibility to completely 

prepare for the Final Gala bypractising choreography, taking part in incentive periods with a coach, and 

taking part in avisage course and picture sessions. 

The Workshops are followed by the Miss Wheelchair Final Gala, throughout which the finalistscarry out 

on stage, and the Miss Wheelchair titles are awarded.The actual time schedule of the Miss Wheelchair 

Workshops depends on the kinds ofactions prepared by the organisers.  

The following actions must be included in theschedule: 

Photo sessions – the variety of days to be spent on this activity is dependent upon thesupposed number 

of periods,· Fitting – this could take place on the primary day to guarantee that the apparel is prepared 

for thepicture periods and the Final Gala. 



 Choreography follow – this exercise ought to take a minimal of three days.Other actions offered under 

represent really helpful good practices.4a. Food and accommodationFood and accommodationshould 

be provided to the finalists for the entire length of theMiss Wheelchair Workshops.Accommodationmust 

be supplied in a constructing adjusted to the wants of individuals withdisabilities. 

 It is necessary that the rooms are located on the ground ground in a constructing with adriveway, or 

in a building with a lift.  

It would be ideal for every finalist to have her personal roomwith an sufficient rest room. However, 

given the inadequate variety of buildings with severalrooms geared up with bogs adjusted to the wants 

of disabled people, it's possible fora number of finalists to make use of a shared bathroom. In such a 

case, when making ready a daily timetable,it should be remembered that bathing will take extra time for 

these finalists who usually are notcapable of self-help. 

Attention also wants to be paid to providing adequatequarters for volunteers, workshop staff,staff and 

other people connected with the Miss Wheelchair Workshops staying within thespace.Catering 

providers ought to be planned in such a means that the finalists usually are not hungry during 

theactivities.  

The bestpossible resolution, as recommended by diet specialists, is to 

servefivewholesome meals. 
 Other dieting schemes, nonetheless, are also allowed. In the case of arestricted number of meals, a 

food store ought to be situated inside a short distance of the MissWheelchair Workshops space.The 

finalists' food regimen must be wellbalanced. As this is a beauty contest, the finalists ought to takecare 

of their body, skin, hair and nails, and they want to devour the rightamounts ofvitamins. 

Catering companies also wants to be provided to the workshop workers, volunteers, employees 

anddifferent individuals attending the Miss Wheelchair Workshops (e.g. invited friends 

orrepresentatives of the media, spending the entire day in the Workshops area).4b. 

ChoreographyChoreography types an necessary factor inthe finalists' presentation during the 

MissWheelchair Final Gala. 

• It is of the utmost importance to find a choreographer whounderstands diversified forms of 

physical limitations, and believes that everyone can dance,no matter their motor expertise. 

• During the Miss Wheelchair Workshops, the finalists practise choreography for eight hours aday, 

with lunch or bathroom breaks, for three-four days. 

• At the primary assembly with the finalists, the choreographer should take account of the 

following:· arm strength,· vary of motion,· total power,· wheelchair-movement skills. 

The choreographer verifies these parameters through easy exercises, i.e.:· the choreographer sits on a 

chair and asks the finalist to repeat his/her actions,· the choreographer asks the finalist to manoeuvre a 

wheelchair fora quick distanceand examines her actions,· the choreographer asks the finalist to lift her 

hands…and the like. 

Once the choreographer has learnt concerning the physical skills and limitations of the finalists,he or she 

prepares the choreography.Depending on the finalists' health, the choreography could also be:· static, 



with assistants (as in the course of the 2015 Miss Poland Wheelchair Gala),· dynamic, without assistants 

(as during the 2016 Miss Poland Wheelchair Gala). 

• Performance by fully-abled dancers could form part of the choreography.In the case of finalists 

with a considerable diploma of disability, using a motorised wheelchair orinvolving an assistant 

must be considered. 

• Judging from our experience, finalists inanactive wheelchairs make a significantly better 

impression, even when led by a dancer, and anaestheticallypleasing presentation of every 

finalist is the mostsignificant factor in the entireperformance.In the case of finalists utilizing 

improperly chosen or poorly looking tools, it's theorganiser's obligation to supply them with a 

wheelchair making certain a favourable presentation.4c.  

Assistants 

Assistants should be engaged to offer support to the finalists.  

Assistants are volunteerswho help the finalists cope with any actions they discover tough to perform, 

together with:· daily hygienic procedures and placing on clothes,· moving into/out of bed, wheelchair, 

and so on.· consuming (if the finalist cannot do that herself),· make-up (if the finalist can't do that 

herself),and the like. 

It must be borne in thoughts that there are various illness entities, and the volunteers areobliged to 

offer these finalists who usually are not self-sufficient the chance to look their finestthrough the Miss 

Wheelchair Workshops.  

Given that the workshop activities are documentedon pictures, and representatives of the media 

canappear at any time, the looks ofthe finalists through the Miss Wheelchair Workshops is extremely 

essential. 

Assistants' assist additionally proves indispensable during various activities, together with 

especiallyphotograph classes, when the finalists must be moved out of their wheelchairs, in addition to 

onthe becoming day and in the course of the Final Gala. 

The variety of assistants to be engaged depends on the actual self-sufficiencyof the finalists. 

Before the Miss Wheelchair Workshops begin, data ought to be gathered from thefinalists, regarding 

their degree of self-sufficiency, offering the basis for figuring out thenumber of volunteers to be 

engaged.  

The rules of thumb are:· there ought to be two volunteers forevery finalist incapable of self-help,· there 

should be two volunteers forevery finalist able to self-help.4d. CoachingDuring the Miss Wheelchair 

Workshops, each finalist takes part in conferences with a coach. 

This varieties an especially important component inthe preparatory stage, as it makes the finalistsmore 

confident and gives them a possibility to learn to communicate professionally in entrance ofcameras. 

Sessions with a coach are divided into individual and group actions. 

 A detailed plan of theclasses is drawn up by the coach.4e. Photo classesDuring the Miss Wheelchair 

Workshops, the finalists take part in varied photograph classes, andthe photos are then displayed on the 



organiser's web site and social-networking sites, andthey're despatched to the media. Photos taken 

during these periods are also included in a specialcatalogue featuring the finalists, and a calendar which 

each year has a special mainmotif.  

Before the classes start, passable place, tools, photographers, stylists,make-up artists and clothes should 

be ensured.Everything should be prepared all the means down to the lastdetail. The finalists ought to be 

divided into smaller teams so that each group willhave adifferent photograph session on a given day. 

This ought to make the work much easier.  

During thephotograph periods, the finalists ought to be accompanied by volunteers who canhelp them 

notonly to vary clothes but also to assume the appropriateposture or organize the attire asrequestedby 

the photographer. If the session takes place outdoors the Workshops area, thefinalists have to be 

provided with handy transport and food for the length of the session. 

Photo sessions usually final for several hours, but no specific time is envisaged per finalist.  

Allfinalists should therefore keep ready to be photographed throughout the entire session. Once 

thesession is completed, the organisers choose the best photos, which must be properlyprocessed by 

the photographer and submitted to the organisers inside a set deadline.  

Allphotographs represent the property of the organiser, and neither the photographer nor the 

finalistsmight publish them with out the organiser's prior consent. The proper to first publication is 

alsovested in the organiser unless it is decided in any other case.4f.  

• VisageThe finalists must put on make-up for each photo session, during the Final Gala, 

whereasappearing in entrance of cameras, and the like.  

• The make-up artists working with the finalistsmust intently study the sort of looks and the pores 

and skin tone of every of them, and select therightfoundation and eye-shadow colours at the 

preliminary stage of the Miss WheelchairWorkshops, in order to be able to shortly apply the 

finalists' make-up when needed. 

During the Miss Wheelchair Workshops, the finalists are supplied a chance to participate ina visage 

course, which they are likely to consider an attractive exercise, letting them take abreak from other, 

extra physicallydemanding actions. During the visage course, the finalistsshould discover ways to apply 

daytime make-up.4g. 

 A assembly with a well-known person/company/brandIt is a good suggestion to organise conferences 

with well-known individuals or manufacturers during the MissWheelchair Workshops.  

Depending on the contacts established by the organiser, these canbe conferences with:· a Miss from a 

given nation (an incentive function),· a Miss from another country (an incentive function),· a well-known 

particular person moving on a wheelchair (an incentive function),· a company offering innovative 

technological options (an informative function),· an organization presenting orthopaedic or 

rehabilitation tools (an informativefunction). 

• During such a meeting, the finalists should be allowed to ask questions. 

• The meeting servesboth incentive or informative features.  



The incentive perform is meant to make the finalistsmore desperate to work, and to increase their 

motivation, whereas the informative meetings canhavea positive impression on their high quality of life, 

by presenting innovative options facilitating theirevery day lives. 

While determining the assembly conditions, the organisers should bear in mind the want toagree on the 

next points:· who covers the travel costs 

• who covers the lodging costs, 

• who covers the catering prices, 

• how long the assembly is intendedto final, 

• whether taking photographs is allowed through the meeting.All this should be specified within 

the agreement.4h.  

Workshop-plans templateBelow is a template schedule of the Miss Wheelchair Workshops. Attention 

must be paid tothe day by day task of the varied workshop actions. This schedule displays the four-

yearexpertise gathered by the Only One Foundation. It has been tested in practice and provenefficient. 

Day One Arrival of the finalists by 1.00 pm2.00 pm  

Volunteer training4.00 pm Dinner5.00 pm Briefing5.30 pm Bra-fitting, attire-fitting, preparations 

regarding make-up and coiffure9.00 pm ManicureDay Two Photo periods & teachingSession 1 – 

Calendar-photo sessionSession 2 – Session for photo-montage functionsSession 3 – Catalogue-photo 

sessionSession 4 – Outdoor street-style session. 

Session 5 – Sports-photo sessionGROUP 1 – PHOTOSESSIONSGROUP 2 – PHOTOSESSIONSGROUP 3 – 

PHOTOSESSIONSeight.30 am Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for photographperiods:Photo-session 1Photo-

session 2four.00 pm Dinnereight.30 am Breakfast10.00 am Preparation forphotograph periodsPhoto-

session threeLeaving for Photo-session four4.00 pm Dinnereight. 

30 am Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for photosessions:Photo-session 51.00 pm Individual teachingfour.00 

pm DinnerDay Three Photo sessions & coaching8.30 am Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for 

photographsessionsPhoto-session 5Coaching: GROUP 1,GROUP 2 from 1.00 pmfour.00 pm 

Dinnereight.30 am Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for pictureclasses:Photo-session 1Photo-session 24.00 pm 

Dinnereight.30 am Breakfast. 

10.00 am Preparation forphotograph periodsPhoto-session threeLeaving for Photo-session fourfour.00 

pm DinnerDay Four Photo classes, coaching, capturing a video8.30 am Breakfast10.00 am Preparation 

for thephoto sessionPhoto-session threeLeaving for Photo-session 44.00 pm Dinner8.30 am 

Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for pictureperiodsPhoto-session 54.00 pm Dinner8.30 am. 

 Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for picturesessions:Photo-session 1Photo-session 24.00 pm DinnerOnce the 

photograph periods are over, each finalist should return to the STUDIO to document videosupplies for the 

Final GalaDay Five The Beauty Day8.30 am Breakfast9.30 am Leaving for the Beauty Clinicfour.00 pm 

DinnerDay Six Choreography & visage workshopseight.30 am Breakfast9.30 am to 12.30 pm. 

 Visage workshops1.00 pm Choreography coachingfour.00 pm Dinner5.00 pm Choreography trainingDay 

Seven Visage workshops, choreography coaching, meeting with a famendfirm8.30 am Breakfast9.30 am 

to 12.30 pm Visage workshops1.00 pm Choreography coachingfour.00 pm Dinner5.00 pm Presentation 



of wheelchair extensions by a famend firm.1.00 pm Choreography trainingDay Eight Choreography 

training, group coaching, assembly with a famend firm8.30 am. 

 Breakfast9.30 am to 12.30 pm Group coaching 1.00 pm Choreography coaching4.00 pm Dinner5.00 pm 

Choreography coaching6.00 pm Presentation of wheelchair extensions for baby transport7.00 pm 

Choreography trainingDay Nine Preparation for the Final Gala, The Final Galaeight.30 am Breakfast9.00 

am Leaving for the Dress Rehearsal2.00 pm. 

 Preparation for the Final Gala – make-up, hairstyle, garments6.00 pm Leaving for the Final Gala8.00 pm 

The Final Gala10.30 pm Return from the Final Galaeleven.00 pm Reception for the finalists and invited 

guestsDay Ten Departure of the finalists8.30 am Breakfast9.30 am DEPARTURE5. The Final Gala. 

The Final Gala is the climax of the Miss Wheelchair Workshops and crucial day,each for the finalists 

and the organisers.  

Translation into signal language, audio descriptionsand induction loops must be provided, and the 

complete event should be held in a spotaccessible to folks transferring on wheelchairs. Strictly talking, it 

must be simply accessible toeverybody.The Final Gala ought to draw central consideration to the 

finalists competing for the crown. 

 Everyeffort must be made to make certain that their presentation is swish. Just after breakfast on 

theday of the Final Gala, they need to be transported to the place the place the event is to be held,in 

order to attend the dress rehearsal.  

• These are the very last opportunities to remove anyflaws, to make sure the proper stage 

association and to make the required corrections.  

• Therehearsal makes it attainable to check the sound, gentle, music and different parts for use 

atthe Final Gala. 

• After the rehearsal, which normally lasts about three hours, the finalists ought tobe taken back 

to the place the place the make-up artists, hairdressers and stylists will put togetherthem for the 

occasion.  

The preparations ought to end about two hours earlier than the Final Gala to letthe finalists get to the 

place of the occasion without speeding, and suitable transport mustobviously be ensured. The choice of 

the technique of transport is made by the organiser, takinginto consideration the finalists' ranges of 

fitness.  

During the primary and fourth Miss PolandWheelchair event, the finalists got here close to the stage 

on motorbikes. 

Once the finalists safely reach the occasion venue, they want to be supplied a chance to make 

thefinishing touches, and their first appearance on stage should start. Just before their entry,the Final 

Gala audience should be greeted by the (ideally famous and experienced)Master(s) of Ceremonies, 

together with a brief introduction and announcement of the finalists'entrance. 

 During the Final Gala, it is necessary to fill in the efficiency gaps, throughout whichthe finalists change 

their dresses and put together for their subsequent look on stage.  



Tothis finish, it seems advisable to rearrange for performances to be given by famend artists whowill not 

only appeal to their followers to the Gala but also make, pleasurable the time waiting for thefinalists' 

appearance, after which for the jury verdict. 

• The selection of essentially the most lovely finalists must be made by a jury composed of 

peopleworking in the beauty and style industry, taking into account each the finalists' charm 

andpresentation. 

• Once the decision is announced, the awards are distributed and reporters aresupplied an 

opportunity to take photos of the finalists, the organisers, the Contest partners,and so on., 

who're then invited to a banquet which is the crowning of the complete Contestorganisation 

effort, and a way to express gratitude for the time invested on this venture.6.  

What comes subsequent – assistance to MissWheelchair, as nicely as her obligations and trips. 

Miss Wheelchair ought to signal an exclusivity agreement with the Contest organiser. All theoccasions 

during which Miss Wheelchair participates that are unrelated to the activities held by theorganiser 

should be previously agreed with the latter. Consent must be obtained from theContest organiser earlier 

than Miss Wheelchair takes half in any such activity.  

The Contestorganiser ought to cowl journey bills and supply accommodation to Miss Wheelchairwhen 

collaborating in any actions arranged by the organiser. Miss Wheelchair undertakes torepresent the title 

and the Contest organiser with dignity, and to duly fulfil any associated duties. 

• Where possible, she ought to participate in numerous events addressed to disabled people, for 

thepurpose of which an assistant to offer help to Miss Wheelchair should be engaged. 

• Miss Wheelchair should fulfil her duties from the moment of being conferred the title to 

itspassing to the succeeding Miss. Following the latter event, she may proceed to interact 

innumerous actions. 

 For the length of the exclusivity settlement, and even on passing thecrown to her successor, Miss 

Wheelchair should still seek the advice of the Contest organiser on anyactivities related to utilizing her 

image. The exclusivity agreement is usually concluded for aperiod of a quantity of years.7. 

 Media contacts It is advisable to nominate an individual in management of media contacts.  

While organising the Contest,every effort must be made to guarantee that information regarding the 

occasion is provided to themedia, which is in a position to assist to publicise it.  

To this end, an applicable nationwide media address basemust be created, following which the media 

ought to obtain a press release containing theinformation which the organisers would like to 

disseminate. It is equally necessary to ensurethat patronage over the event is assumed by the press, 

radio, television or a socialnetworking website, which can promote the Contest till its completion, along 

with the finaloutcomes, in lieu of their logos’ being positioned on the Contest organiser's web site, 

posters,leaflets, banners, roll-ups and booklets. 

If the media are prepared to satisfy the finalists in the course of the Miss Wheelchair Workshops, it 

willrequire prior preparations, and the organiser should consent to any interviews. 



The media keen to take pictures or report the Final Gala should firstly signal a particularaccreditation 

document, which must be available for downloading on the organiser'swebsite, and ship it to the 

indicated address inside a set deadline.Any interviews aside from stay interviews, as nicely as 

photographs taken for interviewpurposes, are subject to approval by the Contest organiser previous to 

their publication.8.  

• PublicityThe publicity measures should begin earlier than the recruitment process, with 

emphasisbeing placed on the event’s promotion within the native media. 

• Engaging famous individuals in the publicity measures, to foster the Contest organisation, 

isadvisable. 

The main publicity and promoting activities should be especially intensified no later than twomonths 

before the event, and will proceed until the Final Gala.It is really helpful that posters, leaflets, catalogues 

and different promotional materials arelaunched before the event. 

Using outdoor ads, promoting columns, urban transport and bus stops, alongwith light boxes and audio 

commercials, every time potential, also can show very useful inselling the occasion.Moreover, the 

related data should seem on the official Contest websiteand on othersocial networking sites related to 

the activities of the Contest organiser.9. 

 The acquisition of funds and partnersSponsorship is amongst the few methods of buying funds 

indispensable to the event’s organisation. 

It entails establishing cooperation between the sponsored party and sponsors, as part of whichthe 

former obtains funds for the implementation of a given project while the latter obtain surepublicity-

related benefits in a beforehand agreed form.In terms of the character of the advantages supplied to 

the sponsored get together, several forms ofsponsorship can be distinguished, i.e. 

• Financial sponsorship – the sponsor supplies advantages within the type of financial assets, 

• In-kind sponsorship – the sponsor offers a certain kind of fabric advantages, e.g.cosmetics 

merchandise, 

• Service sponsorship – the sponsor renders a sure kind of services, e.g. technical,insurance 

coverage, publicity, transport, and so on. companies. 

Before commencing the search for sponsors, a project draft must be developed, specifying whatshall be 

expected of the possible sponsors. Then, a list of corporations to receive a cooperationproposal should 

be ready. To this finish, learning concerning the specificity of particular person enterprisesand 

identifying the initiatives during which they have been concerned might prove necessary, as not allfirms 

share the same priorities related to cooperating with non-governmental organisations. 

For instance, companies producing fertilisers or chemical merchandise often concentrate 

onenvironmental-protection points. They are therefore more more probably to engage in numerous 

eventslinked with environmental safety than to specific interest in organising occasions unrelatedto their 

activities. 

Once a satisfactory listing of corporations is developed, it is necessary to organize a 

sponsorshipproposal, i.e. a project description including the organisation’s activities, indicating the 

entitieswith which the organisation has cooperated thus far, and referring to sure promoting benefits. 



Once all these steps are accomplished, a seek for potential sponsors can begin.It appears advisable to 

first contact an individual from the advertising or PR division by telephone andto speak about possible 

cooperation. If this individual expresses willingness to receive the projectsupplies, the sponsorship 

proposal ought to be sent, along with an invite to cooperate.  

A datefor the subsequent phone name or assembly also wants to be set. 

During such a phone name or meeting, the possible benefits to be derived by the sponsorshould be 

outlined. If the corporate is prepared to cooperate, a sponsorship settlement should beconcluded, 

specifying each the organisation’s and the sponsor's expectations.It is extremely essential to method 

sponsors with due care, which is able to make them keen tocontinue their cooperation as a half of 

subsequent projects. 

Miss Wheelchair World 2017 – informationMiss Wheelchair World is an international event which can 

take place on 7 October 2017 inWarsaw. 

The principal thought of Miss Wheelchair World is to vary the image of ladies withdisabilities, to 

integrate disabled individuals from everywhere in the world, to beat limitations, and topresent that the 

wheelchair should not be considered as an overwhelming impediment, however merely assimply 

another function of the disabled individual. 

The Contest will comply with the concept magnificence knows no barriers, and the target group of 

thisproject won't only cowl disabled women and their surroundings, but also 

manufacturing,technological and medical corporations, trend houses, spa resorts, and lodge and 

motorenterprises, as well as central- and local-government establishments everywhere in the world, 

whichfoster the self-sufficiency, independence and activities of disabled individuals. 

Although the Final Gala of Miss Wheelchair World is scheduled for 7 October 2017, all thefinalists will 

gather on 29 September to attend particular Miss Wheelchair Workshops, throughoutwhich they'll 

prepare for this unique day.It is deliberate that as many as forty women will qualify to take part within 

the Finals.  

Each nationorganising the Miss Wheelchair Contest shall be entitled to delegate two representatives. 

 Theymight be provided a fantastic alternative not solely to level out their magnificence, appeal and 

character, howeveralso to promote the qualities of their country.Final remarksThis Guide is meant to 

supply certain indications on how to organise the Miss WheelchairContest.  

It does not have to be strictly adopted. It should be viewed as offering support andsteering, somewhat 

than inflexible rules. It is an illustration on how the Miss Wheelchair Contest isorganised in 

Poland.Alternative ways of organising the ContestThe nation deciding to organise the Contest is free to 

opt for a shorter formulation. 

 Instead oftaking as many as eight days, the event may be conducted over a weekend. The number 

ofpicture periods could additionally be reduce to one or two, and, as an alternative of getting ready 

choreography, quickpresentations could also be prepared, serving the purpose of awarding the Miss 

Wheelchair title.The entire organisation relies upon, to a large extent, on the monetary sources 

obtainable to theorganiser. 



 Sponsors, partners, and the period of time to be spent on such an occasion are alsoimportant, and so is 

a number of different issues. 

You can discover us on Websites:  

www.jedyna-taka.pl 

http://misswheelchairworld.com/www.butterflymodels.plwww.jedyna-taka-mama.pl 

Facebook:Fanpage Fundacja Jedyna Taka Fanpage Miss Wheelchair WorldFanpage 

ButterflyAgencyModelsFanpage Jedyna Taka MamaFanpage Mister Polski na WózkuFanpage 

Dzieciństwo bez barierBlog:Fanpage Fundacja Jedyna TakaFanpage Dzieciństwo bez 

barierTwitter:Fanpage Fundacja Jedyna TakaYouTube:Kanał Fundacja Jedyna TakaInstagram:Instagram 

FundacjaJedyna Taka. 

http://misswheelchairworld.com/www.butterflymodels.plwww.jedyna-taka-mama.pl

